TALENT RELEASE
1. I, ________________________________________________________ hereby grant to Synergy Artistic Salon
and its agents the right to use my image in advertising, promoting and publicizing products and/or services in any
manner or form in perpetuity.
2. I agree that any and all images of talent photographed by Synergy Artistic Salon and its agents is owned by them.
If I should receive any copy thereof, I shall not authorize its use by anyone else.
3. I agree that no advertisement or other materials need be submitted to me for any further approval.
4. I warrant and represent the following: I am eighteen years of age or older; this license does not in any way
conflict with existing commitments on my part; I have not heretofore authorized (which authority is still in
effect), nor will I authorize or permit for TWO years from this date, the use of my image in connection with
the advertising or promotion of any product or service competitive to or incompatible with the product.
5. In the event that any controversy develops over the style, color, application or service, I hereby agree to indemnify
and hold harmless Synergy Artistic Salon and its personnel, artists, colorists and cutters with respect to any claims of
dissatisfaction.
5. Nothing herein will constitute any obligation of the licensed parties to make any use of the rights set forth
herein.
6. I shall not make or authorize any public statement concerning this license or the Client’s product or advertising
without the prior written consent of Synergy Artistic Salon.
In return for any services provided by Synergy Artistic Salon, it’s agents or personnel there is no promised, implied
consideration or payment, which I acknowledge. I hereby agree to all of the warranties and representations set forth
above.
________________________________________
Signature
_______________________________________
Address
________________________________________
Driver’s License #

________________________________________
Print Name
________________________________________
City/St/Zip
________________________________________
Telephone

IF TALENT IS UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE:
I am the (Father), (Mother), (Legal Guardian) of the above-mentioned minor. I consent to the foregoing on behalf of
such minor and personally join in the warranties and representations set forth above. I also agree to indemnify and
hold harmless Synergy Artistic Salon and its personnel, artists, colorists and cutters with respect to any claims which
the minor may make as a result of services by the licensed parties of their rights hereunder.
________________________________________
Signature

________________________________________
Print Name

